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About the book
Life sucks when you are a vacuum cleaner-salesman facing
redundancy, and your wife of nearly forty years fills your days
and nights with incessant chatter. But when Gloria suddenly and
alarmingly stops talking, the silence is more than fifty-nine-year-old
Bernard can bear. In desperation, Bernard turns to his ex-daughterin-law for help. Meg has issues of her own, and her bright and
funny daughter Ella sometimes wonders if her mum is trying so
hard to keep her safe it stops them both from spreading their wings.
Will Meg’s suspicious nature thwart her chance encounter with the
kindly but engimatic Hal? And is there still hope for Bernard and
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Gloria on the other side of silence?
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PRAISE FOR THE BOOK
‘A poignant portrait of suffering within marriage and the ties that
bind: wise, witty and humane.’ Gail Jones
‘An engrossing, moving and beautifully observed story of marriage,
family and forgiveness.’ Josephine Wilson
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